Prediction of convection-enhanced drug delivery to the human brain.
The treatment for many neurodegenerative diseases of the central nervous system (CNS) involves the delivery of large molecular weight drugs to the brain. The blood brain barrier, however, prevents many therapeutic molecules from entering the CNS. Despite much effort in studying drug dispersion with animal models, accurate drug targeting in humans remains a challenge. This article proposes an engineering approach for the systematic design of targeted drug delivery into the human brain. The proposed method predicts achievable volumes of distribution for therapeutic agents based on first principles transport and chemical kinetics models as well as accurate reconstruction of the brain geometry from patient-specific diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging. The predictive capabilities of the methodology will be demonstrated for invasive intraparenchymal drug administration. A systematic procedure to determine the optimal infusion and catheter design parameters to maximize penetration depth and volumes of distribution in the target area will be discussed. The computational results are validated with agarose gel phantom experiments. The methodology integrates interdisciplinary expertise from medical imaging and engineering. This approach will allow physicians and scientists to design and optimize drug administration in a systematic fashion.